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Tour description / route characteristics: The route leads from Sonthofen to the Bussen near Riedlingen. The tour is characterized by 
many small and smallest roads (1 to 1.5 lanes). And therefore most suitable for "motorcycle hiking". But it is very much fun. However, it 
is hard to find the route without a navigation system, because even on good 200,000 m maps the one or other section of the route is not 
marked. Therefore the tour is of course available for TomTom and Garmin users to download directly.

From Sonthofen the route first leads via Burgberg and Agathazell to Rottach. Afterwards it goes left to 
Martinszell. Here the tour turns diagonally right at the church (Eggener Weg) and then continues to Waltenhofen. 
Keep right at the right of way (village centre) and then turn left (at Eggenberg) to Wirlings. From there turn right

to Kempten and continue (first left and then right again) in the direction of Leutkirch. From 
Ober-Kürnach you continue towards Wiggensbach. Via Strohmayers and Heckelsmühle
(there turn right towards Dezion) you continue to Häuslen and Neumühle. From there you 
continue along narrow roads to Markt Legau. There turn right and then continue to Rotis. 
Then follow the signs to Aichstetten. There turn left to Altmannshofen and then right to 
Eschach and Langensteig. Further on to Seibranz. There turn right towards Bad Wurzach. 
Then left and immediately right again (direction Dietmanns). Via Floders you reach 
Witzmanns and further on to Dietmanns. Then direction Ellwagen and Eberhardzell. 
Continue towards Bad Waldsee and later towards Hochdorf. Via Degernan, Ingoldingen

and Muttensweiler you reach Stafflangen. Then on to Attenweiler. 
Further via Ruppertshofen and Sauggart to Dieterskirch. Via 
Dietershausen and Uigendorf. you finally reach Offingen and the bus 
station. Here the Gasthof Schönblick offers a rest . --- Then it goes 
steeply down into the village and on to Dentingen. The B 312 is 
crossed straight on and continues to Betzenweiler. There left under 
further over Alleshausen, Seekirch to Tiefenbach. There turn left to 
Stafflangen. Through the village to Mittelbiberach - there turn right to 
Reute. Here left and immediately right again to Rindenmoos and 
Rißegg. Here - after a bend - straight on and then turn left to 
Ummendorf. There turn left to Buschhorn, Mittelbuch and Rottum

and further to Ehrensberg. Then the tour leads to Rot 
a.d. Rot. Turn right at the roundabout to Haslach and further to 
Mooshausen Turn right here to Marstetten and Aitrach. Turn left 

here and shortly afterwards right again to Lautrach. 
at the end of the village turn left to Maria Steinbach.

The tour continues to Wegscheidel. There turn right to Eschach
and continue to Buchenberg. Here turn right and at the end of 
the village turn left and after 300 m turn right. At the top of the 
hill there is a beautiful view of the Allgäuer mountain range. 
From here it is not far back to Sonthofen. The rest of the way 
goes via Hellengerst and on towards Ettensberg to Linsen and 
Wollmuths as well as Niedersonthofen. Turn left here and then 
right again towards Immenstadt. After 2 km turn right to 
Gopprechts. There left to Freibrechts and via Göhlenbühl to 
Akams. Via Bräunlings to Immenstadt and from there to 
Untermaiselstein and Freidorf. Then via Greggenhofen, 
Agathazell and Burgberg back to Sonthofen.

Total distance: 283 km

www.motorradrudi.info

From Sonthofen direction Schwäbische Alb to the Bussen

At the foot of the worth seeing baroque church (worth a 
visit!) turn left to Kaltbronn and Hub. Continue straight 
on (short gravel stretch in the forest) and keep left at the 
main road. Further on to Ehrensberg and Holztheis. 
Behind Moos the road turns sharp right to Neumühle. 
Continue on a narrow track to Betzers and Streifen. 
Finally you reach Altusried. Here first straight on to the 
main road and then, when the main road branches off to 
the left, straight on again into the village. Via the small 
villages of Weihers and Wachters as well as Trunzen you.

reach Wiggensbach. Here first left and shortly afterwards right 
again to Schmidsreute and further to Ober-Kürnach


